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You came to the metro station to pick me up that afternoon. At first, your greeting seemed a bit 
distanced. During the short passage, you roughly introduced the living environment with a 
monotone. The speed of your speech wasn’t very fast; the tone is a bit cold. Your tone and pace 
were rather downward. So you looked robust; your thighs were muscled. Your height was probably 
about 170 cm. 
 
Arriving in your place, I felt the space quite bright. During our conversation, I felt you’re a somber 
person. So your eyelids were single-edged and you wore metal frame glasses. The size of your nose 
was tiny, not big. Your lips were thin. It seemed you had crew cut and short moustache. 
 
At the beginning I thought your outfit tended to be casual, that you wore clothes such as T-shirts or 
sport shorts. But when you served fruits, they were put in two plates respectively for each person. 
This made me think you're quite reserved and tended to wear pure color collared-shirts and deep 
color trousers, with Seiko watches with leather belts. Your nails should be tidy and there were all 
leather shoes or dark brown sneakers in your shoe cabinet. 
 
This was how we first met. 
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NIU JUN QIANG 
NIU Jun Qiang was born in 1983. He graduated with MFA in New Media Art from Taipei National 
University of the Arts. His artworks mainly focus on the video, experimental film, photography and 
mixed media installations.  
 
Most of NIU’s recent artworks spring from the daily, ordinary life and the experiences involved in such. 
He has worked with many participants to narrate their past experiences for the creation of a more 
united, joint experience.  
 
During the creative process, NIU has investigated and examined the incredible relations between 
humans who do not really meet face to face physically and the life consciousness from the individuals to 
groups. Rather than focus on the materialism, he attacks on such a notion and looks at what can be the 
really persistent, unchanged, in humanity’s lifetime.  
 
NIU Jun Qiang’s artworks have been featured in the short film competition at the Rotterdam 
International Film Festival (Netherlands), Pixilerations Tech Art Exhibition (Rhode Island, USA), the 
Aguilar International Short Film Festival (Spain), Tours Asian Film Festival (France), ARTchSO Video 
Festival (Rennes, France), Beijing Summer Digital Entertainment Festival, VAFA International Video Art 
Festival (Macau), Asian Students and Young Artists Art Festival (Seoul, Korea), It Takes Four Sorts: 
Cross-Strait Four-region Artistic Exchange Project (Taiwan, Mainland China, Hong Kong, and Macau), 
Taipei Arts Awards (Taipei), Taiwan International Video Art Exhibition (Taipei), and the Digital Art Festival 
Taipei (Taipei, Taiwan). 
 
Michael Ku Gallery  
Michael Ku Gallery was founded in 2008 in Taipei and is one of the city’s few galleries with a solid 
background in art history. Along with curating the exhibitions, Mr. Ku composes all related texts. Since its 
inauguration, the gallery has been presenting emerging as well as established artists with a clearly 
structured method, forming a systematical practice of curating. By establishing a perspective with both 
an independent spirit and a humanistic depth, Michael Ku Gallery explores the prospects of additional 
levels of meaning behind the artworks’ surface 
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